addition to enhancing performance, the use of N1R propulsion for lunar missions could provide valuable operational experience while also allowing NASA to make a significant down payment during its initial lunar program on key components of the modular STS needed for the subsequent Mars mission. A modular approach can also enhance mission flexibility and safety, simplify vehicle design and assembly, and reduce development/procurement costs through standardization of the fewest number of components. An accelerated, reduced cost approach to overall lunarlMars exploration is therefore expected.
NTR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The nuclear thermal rocket represents the next major evolutionary step in propulsion technology. By using a fission reactor, rather than chemical reactants, to provide the heat source, the N1R can use low molecular weight LH2 as both the reactor coolant and propellant to achieve Isp values nearly twice that of cryogenic chemical rockets at comparable exhaust temperatures.
The feasibility of a hydrogen-cooled, graphite-moderated NTR was demonstrated in the Rover nuclear rocket program (Koenig 1986 ) begun at Los Alamos in 1955. The promising early results from this effort led to the formation in 1960 of a joint program between NASA and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to develop a Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application (NERVA). From 1955 until the program was terminated in 1973, a total of twenty reactors were designed, built and tested at a cost of -$1.4 billion. Escalated to 1992 dollars, the Rover/NERV A technology represents an investment of -$10 billion.
Performance projections for modem day NERVA-derivative engine systems utilizing both coated particle "graphite" and "composite" fuel forms, and "state-of-the-art" nozzle and turbopump technologies indicate substantial improvements in both Isp and engine thrust-lO-weight ratio over the 1972 NERVA reference engine design (see Table 1 ). Modest increases in chamber temperature, pressure and individual fuel element power output (from -0.9 megawatts of thermal power (MW J to -1.2 MWJ have been assumed along with a nozzle area expansion ratio of 200 to 1 and a 110% length optimum contour Rao nozzle. An expander cycle is also baselined with turbine drive gas provided by the propellant that cools the reactor tie-tube support elements. Finally. dual centrifugal turbopumps and an internal radiation shield (comprised of boron-carbide aluminum-titanium hydride (BA TIl) and lead) are included in the engine weight estimates to provide redundancy, and improve engine reliability and safety. -Engine masses conlain dual turbopump capabHity for redundancy.
--Includes internal shield but no external disk shield mass.
FIRST UlNAR OUTPOST MISSION/STAGE DESCRIPTION
NASA has spent considerable effort assessing the requirements for returning humans to the Moon. For the FLO, a split mission "lunar campsite" scenario has ~n adopted (ExPO 1992a). On the initial cargo mission, a preintegrated, reusable habitat module is delivered intact on a common lander vehicle which performs both lunar orbit insertion and descent The habitat provides facilities to support a crew of four for 45 Earth days (a lunar day, night. day cycle). Once the operational functions of the outpost have been verified the crew begins their journey to the Moon. On the piloted mission, the habitat module is replaced by a lunar ascent/Earth return stage with the crew module used at mission end for direct Earth entry. Both the cargo and piloted missions are launched separately on a single 250 t-class ffi..LV.
The main elements of the FLO transportation system are shown in Figure 1 . The common lander and its payload are placed on their four day trajectory to the Moon using an expendable lLI stage. The current "reference" lLI stage contains -133.5 t of liquid oxygen/liq uid hydrogen (LOX/LH 2,) propellant and uses a single J -2S engine operating at thrust and Isp levels of -265 lclbf and 436 seconds, respectively. The "alternative" N1R stage contains -66 t of LH2 propellant and is propelled by two 50 lclbf thrust engines operating with a Isp of 900 seconds. After 1LI, the spent N1R stage is delivered to a long-lived (-100,000 year) heliocentric orbit via a "trailing edge" lunar gravity assist maneuver.
Key ground rules and assumptions used in determining the characteristics of the lunar NTR 1LI stage are summarized in Table 2 which provides details on payload mass, velocity change (.1 V) requirements, primary and auxiliary propulsion, tankage and contingency factors. Figure 2 compares the IMLEO requirements for the FLO mission using both N1R and chemical propulsion systems. Individual data points shown on the single and multiengine NI'R curves indicate representative stage configurations which satisfy a "30 minute limit .. on bum time specified in this study to provide additional safety margin. All of the N1R stages considered have lower IMLEO than their chemical engine counterparts. In addition to the single J-2S reference system, a clustered engine Total Mass = 102 t FLO Transportation System Elements.
configuration using five RL-1O A-4 engines (but delivering only 80 t of payload) is also shown for comparison. Figure 2 shows quite dramatically that NTR propulsion can enhance the performance capability for the FLO mission. Dimensions and mass characteristics for a reference NTR TI..I stage are shown in Figure 3 .
MARS MISSION SCENARIOS/YEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS
The ExPO, in conjunction with the NASA centers, is presently assessing the requirements for supporting a piloted mission to Mars as early as 2010 using a split "fast conjunction"-class mission profile (Joosten 1991) . With this strategy, cargo would frrst be transported to Mars by a cargo vehicle(s) taking a slow, minimum energy trajectory to Mars. The piloted vehicle would travel to Mars on a faster, higher energy direct trajectory after receiving confmnation that the cargo vebicle(s) had arrived safely in Mars orbiL By employing a "fast transit time" strategy, it is thought that crew health hazards resulting from long term exposure to weightlessness and space radiation can be minimized. The "fast conjunction" option also maximizes the exploration time at Mars.
Three basic split/sprint mission modes are available for consideration (ExPO 1992b). In the "All-Up" mode, the piloted transfer vehicle (PTV) carries its own Mars excursion vehicle (MEV) and all of the propellant required for the fast-return transit to Earth. The corresponding cargo transfer vehicle (crV) carries only an autonomous lander outfitted with the necessary supplies to support the surface mission. In the "No MEV" mode, the PTV carries only Benefits of NTR Propulsion for "First Lunar Outpost". 
Mars Cargo yehicle
By extending the length of the FLO NTR stage (to -20 m), upgrading avionics, and increasing fuel cell reactants and reaction control system (ReS) propellants, a single launch Mars cargo vehicle is possible. In the cargo mission scenario, a single trans-Mars injection (TMl) burn lasting -24.5 minutes is used for Earth departure. Upon reaching Mars, the cargo vehicle performs a 3.5 minute Mars orbit capture (MOC) bum to achieve a 250 x 33,840 km (-24 hour period) elliptical parking orbiL At the appropriate time, the Mars cargo lander performs a de-orbit maneuver and uses a combination of aerobraking, parachutes and terminal descent propulsion to land -45 t of payload on the Mars surface. Three cargo vehicles would precede the piloted vehicle in the "All-Up" mission mode with a fourth cargo mission (carrying the piloted MEV) required in the "No MEV" mission option. In the "No MEV/No 1EI propellant" mode, a "tanker" CTV (functioning as a separate Earth "return stage") is added to support the piloted mission.
The overall configuration and mass properties for the Mars cargo vehicle are shown in Figure 4 The 2010 Mars landing mission is one of the most demanding mission opportunities over the -15 year synodic cycle. Preliminary estimates by LeRC for the "All-Up" mission mode indicate IMLEO requirements approaching 1000 t for a 300 day total transit time (880 day total mission time) "fast-conjunction"-class mission with an -24 hour elliptical Mars parking orbit. For the present study a total mission transit time (outbound and back) of -350 days was chosen as the reference (see Table 4 ). Engine and total thrust levels ranging from 25 to 125 klbf, and from 100 to 250 ldbf, respectively, were also examined. The optimum total thrust level for the more difficult "AlIUp" and "No MEV" mission modes was found to be -150 kIbf with two 75 klbf .. dass engines providing the lowest IMLEO. Three 50 klbf-class engines were chosen as the reference configuration, however, because of the commonality with the FLO lunar transfer stage and the Mars cargo vehicle (both of which use 50 klbf-class engines). The three engine configuration also allows for the possibility of successful mission completion even with the loss of one engine, an option that does not exist with two engines .. Figure 5 shows the overall configuration and mass properties for the outbound Mars piloted vehicle operating in the "No MEV/No TEl propellant" mission mode .. The vehicle consists of a "core stage" and "in-line" LH2 propellant tank (each 10 m in diameter and 20 m in length), and a crew habitat module. The piloted vehicle is assembled at a 407 kIn circular Earth orbit altitude using two 230 t-class In..LVs. Autonomous rendezvous and docking is assumed between the "core" stage and the combined "in-line" LH2 tank/crew habitat payloads. A "single burn" Earth departure scenario is baselined with gravity losses on the order of 315 mls. A "triple perigee" burn scenario reduces gravity losses to -80 mls and the piloted vehicle IMLEO by approximately 9 t (from -334 to 325 t). The "in-line" propellant tank provides -67% of the usable propellant required for TMI with the remaining 33% being provided by the "core" stage propellant tank. The "single burn" TMI maneuver requires a total burn time by the three 50 Idbf NTRs of -31 minutes.
After an outbound transfer time of -191 days, the piloted vehicle initiates the MOC bum which lasts for -9 minutes. Following rendezvous and docking maneuvers between the piloted vehicle and the cargo vehicle transporting the piloted MEV (Figure 6a ), the crew descends to the Martian surface to begin a 530 day stay. During this surface exploration period, the "tanker" crv arrives at Mars and docks with the habitat module on the outbound piloted vehicle (Figure 6b ). In the scenario assumed here, the tanker functions as the Earth return stage for the inbound portion of the piloted mission (Figure 6c ) with the "spent" outbound piloted stage being jettisoned after bab module transfer. This approach eliminates the need for propellant ttansfer between the "tanker" CTV and the PTV. When the surface mission is completed. the crew returns to the "reconfigured" piloted vehicle in the ascent portion of the piloted MEV (Figure 6d ). Prior to TEl. the MEV ascent stage is jettisoned. The MEV crew cab, however. is retained for later use during Earth entry (Figure 6e ). The total "round trip" bum time on the "tanker" crv's three SO k1bf engines is -32.5 minutes. Figure 7 shows the overall configuration and mass characteristics for the 2009 "tanker/return stage" Mars cargo vehicle. Figure 9 summarizes the key components of the modular NTR approach discussed in this paper. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The rationale and benefIts of developing and implementing an evolutionary lunar-to-Mars STS based on modular NTR engine and stage components are presented. Key components of this modular approach are described and consist of (1) a 50 klbf NERVA-derived engine used in clusters of 2 or 3; (2) two "standardized" tank sizes developed for the First Lunar Outpost and Mars cargo vehicle applications; and (3) for larger piloted vehicle confIgurations, a pre-integrated bUSS/propellant feed system used for transferring LH2 from the TMI drop tanks into the "in-line" tank. By using these components in a "building block" fashion a variety of single and multi-engine lunar and Mars vehicles can be configured to satisfy particular mission requirements.
With its factor of two advantage in Isp over chemical propulsion and its high thrust-lo-weight ratio, the NTR is ideally suited to performing both piloted and cargo, lunar and Mars missions. The modular NTR approach can form the basis for an efficient space ttansportation system, satisfying the needs of all these options. What will be required for its realization is a "new design philosophy" --away from customized and mission specific ttansportation system concepts to a "faster, better, cheaper" concept utilizing a single, common system design able to handle the needs of a wide spectrum of lunar and Mars missions.
